
Stop!……..And think of a line from your favorite song or movie. Now try and recall
one from that special……”mediocre “movie that you saw fifteen years
ago…………………... Right, neither can I.
No one can. You’d be like Ray Charles in Yankee Stadium. Kim Kardashian in a
spelling bee.
Lost.
We remember extremes. Extremely good. Extremely bad. But we can “apply” the
“good” through our daily lives whether it’s jokingly or “I’m gonna do what Rhett
Butler did when he had to deal with Scarlet O’Hara.”
Learning through laughter touches on the same dopamine released through the
brain’s pleasure nodes when it’s confronted with the stimulus of having fun.
The neuroscience of reaching the brain positively for long-term effect is based on
how open the mind is at the time of informational dissemination. In other word,
you learn and retain more when you’re having fun.
Enter the expertise of David Graham:
Take a two-time “Comedy Central” veteran with an appearance on NBC’s “Last
Comic Standing”. Now, parlay 24 years of “clean” stand-up comedy experience
along with six and a half years of motivational speaking and keynote forays, mix it
 with three years as a corporate Trainer; stuff it into a single presentation, …..and
you’ve got a package that’s locked, loaded, and custom-built for your group’s
long-term learning and self-improvement.
Now you know why you’re able to recite your favorite lines from your favorite
1970’s movies or even earlier.  Because without even knowing it……....You
“learned them.”
Welcome to the neuroscience of learning through laughter.
 
 
 
 
 

Testimonials

David Graham

David not only provided an evening of laughter, but shared his testimony of a
continual relationship with the Lord. I would not hesitate to engage David for
future events or programs.

- Older Adults Ministries, Director .

I would like to thank you for a great performance that gave our community a
time for fun and laughter. All comments were positive and pleasing. You have
that rare knack of making everyone feel right at home. It was definitely a
pleasure working with you. 

- Mayor, City of Herculaneum.
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